Effective production scheduling requires consideration of the dynamics and unpredictability of the manufacturing environment. An automated learning scheme, utilizing genetic search, is proposed for adaptive control in typical decentralized factory-floor decision-making. A highlevel knowledge representation for modeling production environments is developed, with facilities for genetic learning within this scheme. A multiagent framework is used, with individual agents being responsible for the dispatch decision making at different work-stations.
Introduction
Traditional approaches to the scheduling problem apply optimization techniques to a mathematical formulation of the problem, and have proven to be intractable even for many idealized situations (Graves, 1981; Rodammer and White, 1988) . Strictly mathematical formulations often do not allow consideration of the full range of shop floor attributes, realistic configurations and uncertainties inherent in the problem, and also fail to take into account the high level priorities and goals involved in scheduling (Buxey, 1989) . Most solution approaches focus on first obtaining a schedule for the production activities and then putting this predetermined schedule through execution. While obtaining master-schedules is important on a larger time-scale, such static schedules rapidly become obsolete in the dynamic environment (McKay, Safayeni and Buzacott, 1988) , and in reality scheduling is often carried out through "adhoc fire-fighting by human decision makers when unexpected situations demand change" (Smith, 1992) .
A second line of research focuses on the application of various heuristics, including dispatching rules (Blackstone, Phillips and Hogg, 1982; Panwalkar and Iskander, 1977) . Though different dispatching rules are noted to perform well under different objective criteria, they are mainly local heuristics and do not take into account system-wide performance considerations. Further, the applicability of various dispatching rules cannot be determined a priori under dynamic factory conditions. In recent years, integration with artificial intelligence (AI) techniques is seen as providing an opportunity for tackling realistic scheduling problems (Kusiak and Chen, 1988; Rodammer and White, 1988) . It is emphasized, however, that for maximal benefit, AI and traditional approaches should be utilized in a complementary manner (Bel, Bensana, Dubois, Erschier and Esquirol, 1989) . A variety of knowledge-based approaches have been proposed for effective production scheduling (see Smith (1992) for a review).
Knowledge acquisition presents a significant bottleneck in seeking knowledge-based approaches for production scheduling, and arises from the complexity of the environment and the lack thereby of reliable human experts from whom to glean the required knowledge. Without an adequate means for automated learning, knowledge-based approaches are today largely perceived as unsuitable for factory scheduling problems (Fox, 1990; Yih, 1990) . Learning is necessitated by the (often prohibitive) time and cost considerations in knowledge base construction, and the need to keep up with evolving production environments. This paper considers the use of genetic algorithms for the adaptive learning of scheduling strategies. It forms part of an ongoing study exploring the use of evolutionary learning schemes like genetic algorithms for adaptive control in complex, dynamic environments. Aytug, Bhattacharya and Koehler (1997) investigated the feasibility of the approach for a simple two-stage flowline, and initial experimentation also indicated its applicability to more complex job-shop type configurations. This paper presents a detailed study in learning shop-floor control strategies through multiple intelligent agents in a general job-shop environment. A framework for utilizing genetic algorithm based learning in typical decentralized factory-floor decision making environments is proposed. Multiple, independent agents are each responsible for different work-areas and conduct the local dispatch decision making. Decision strategies are modeled using symbolic primitives. A high level knowledge representation for modeling the production environment has been designed, with facilities for genetic learning within this representation. The proposed scheme seeks scheduling strategies that are local along the temporal horizon, but perform well over the duration of scheduling activity. It is also desirable that the system adapt to environmental disturbances and maintain an overall robust performance level.
Learning is with respect to stated objectives. Scheduling goals vary, and a balance amongst a variety of criteria is often sought in real world scheduling (Rodammer and White, 1988; Smith, 1992) .
The efficacy of an automated learning facility thus needs to be judged by its response under different objectives. This study examines commonly considered single objectives like flowtime and lateness, and also two other multiple criteria based measures. Results compare how learning under different objectives impacts certain aggregate measures of system performance.
The next section provides a brief review of the relevant literature on genetic algorithms and their prior applications to scheduling. The system architecture is then outlined, followed by a description of the implemented system, including the knowledge representation and the genetic learning scheme in the following sections. Results from the job shop simulation studies are then presented, and the last section discusses the managerial significance and outlines future research directions indicated by our study.
Genetic Algorithm Applications to Scheduling
Genetic algorithms provide a powerful parallel search strategy inspired by principles of natural genetics and evolution. They operate through a simulated evolution process on a population of string structures, each of which represents a candidate solution in the search space. Evolution of populations involves two basic steps: (1) a selection mechanism that implements a survival of the fittest strategy, and (2) genetic recombination of the selected high fitness strings to produce offspring for the new generation. Selection ensures that above average strings contribute to a greater number of offspring in the next generation (on average).
GAs are considered suitable for application to complex and poorly understood search spaces with potentially many uncontrolled or unmeasurable parameters, and are noted to offer an opportunity to learn high performance control rules where good models of the underlying process are not readily available (Grefenstette, 1989) . A number of researchers have reported success with GAs applied across a wide spectrum of problems, from process control (Goldberg, 1985) , communication network design (Davis and Coombs, 1987) , to learning models of consumer choice (Greene and Smith, 1987) , and simulation of rational agents in socioeconomic contexts (Forrest and Mayer-Kress, 1991) . Some recent research efforts have also considered their application to scheduling problems. Davis (1985) outlines one of the earliest GA approaches to the scheduling problem. Hilliard and colleagues (Hilliard, Liepins, Rangarajan and Palmer, 1989; Hilliard, Liepins and Palmer, 1988; Hilliard, Liepins, Palmer, Morrow, and Richardson, 1987 ) present a series of experiments with a classifier system approach (Dejong, 1988) for learning job sequencing heuristics. Husbands, Mill and Warrington (1991) propose a GA based scheme where separate populations simultaneously evolve production plans for different components to be manufactured. More recent studies seek to include domain-specific information in the representation, and use special-purpose operators incorporating problem knowledge (Bagchi, Uckun, Miyabe and Kimura, 1991; Bruns, 1992; Kanet and Sridharan, 1991; Uckun, Bagchi, and Kawamura, 1993) . Atlan, Bonnet and Naillon (1993) use genetic programming (a GA variant that uses tree-structured representations) for learning scheduling policy functions in a distributed agent setting.
Another line of research seeks to utilize GA solution techniques for the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to obtain optimal or near optimal sequences for jobs entering a production line or a specific processing facility. A schedule builder translates the chromosome representation solutions into operable schedules. Special purpose genetic recombination operators for searching the space of valid tours have been developed (Fox and McMahon, 1991; Goldberg and Lingle, 1985; Oliver, Smith and Hoilland, 1987; Whitley, Starkweather and Fuquay, 1989) . Several of these operators are compared in Cleveland and Smith (1989) and Fox and McMahon, 1991) . Liepins, Hilliard, Palmer and Morrow (1987) formulate certain greedy crossover operators, and Suh and Van Gucht (1987) also argue for the incorporation of problem specific heuristics into genetic search. A parallel implementation of a GA for the TSP is described in Muhlenbien, Gorges-Schleuter and Kramer (1988) . Analyzing performance of a special TSP recombination operator on several artificially constructed problems, Whitley et al. (1989) conclude that "despite doing our best to torture the genetic algorithm with an extremely unfavorable problem, the results are respectable". Several other studies use a sequence-based representation with TSP operators for conducting genetic search (Biegel and Davern, 1990; Lawton, 1992; Syswerda, 1991) . Lee, Sikora and Shaw (1993) include both lot-sizing and sequencing information in their chromosome representation.
Most of these studies have, however, adopted the conventional static view to determining production schedules. Schedules are obtained through genetic search prior to their actual operation, and no consideration is made of factory floor disturbances that inevitably entail schedule changes. To be effective in dynamic environments, a learning system should be driven by examination of conditions at specific points in time (Parunak and Fulkerson, 1994) . For genetic learning, the string representation thus needs to capture the current state of the operating environment and prescribe some course of action based upon these existing conditions. Such an approach is taken in the SAMUEL system (Grefenstette, 1989; Grefenstette, Ramsey and Shultz, 1990) where genetic learning is used in a predator-prey environment.
Our research seeks to apply genetic algorithms to learn high-level scheduling strategies through consideration of current shop-floor conditions. Genetic learning operates within a high-level knowledge representation that models the manufacturing environment. Special recombination operators have been developed to conduct genetic search within this representation. A system architecture has been designed to facilitate learning within typical decentralized factory floor organizations, as described in the next section.
An Architecture for GA-Based Learning in Decentralized Environments
A system architecture has been developed considering the inherently decentralized organization of modern manufacturing environments (Sycara, Rothm, Sadeh and Fox, 1990) , with factory floors being typically divided into work areas controlled by agents having largely independent decision making responsibilities. The completion of a manufactured part requires performing several operations across various work-areas. Schedules for parts to be manufactured are developed incrementally, and the flow of parts along the different work-areas is maintained through the combined efforts of the various schedulers.
Schedules are obtained in accordance with stated objectives. The dispatching decisions at the work-areas can be made in consideration of locally relevant criteria, but should also be consistent with system-wide objectives. Scheduling goals may vary widely across different dispatchers, and global performance objectives can also specify multiple, often conflicting requirements (Rodammer and White, 1988 ). The framework used should thus be able to incorporate a wide variety of performance criteria, and facilitate coordinated decision making by obtaining a balance amongst these objectives.
The system employs an object-oriented modeling of the environment. The various factory floor entities, including work areas, queues, servers, and jobs (parts to be manufactured) are implemented as object classes. Performance criteria, the dispatchers, knowledge bases, knowledge representation primitives, and the genetic learning operators, are also modeled using objects and associated methods. Figure 1 illustrates the distributed decision-making scheme. A simulation subsystem models the environment. Decision making is envisioned as a decentralized activity that may involve multiple steps, and a number of decision makers. Each decision maker may be viewed as possessing its own knowledge base, and genetic learning is conducted independently for the various decision making entities. Considering an object-oriented design, decision making responsibility in this framework can be viewed as being distributed across multiple intelligent objects. An object is considered intelligent if it carries a knowledge base, and takes actions based on inference from the rules contained therein. Such objects can also possess a learning component for acquisition of the required knowledge.
Decisions are evaluated in accordance with predefined managerial objectives. At the completion of a decision activity sequence, an evaluation module provides a numeric payoff estimate that reflects how well global objectives have been met. Intermediate payoff points, indicating the satisfaction of local decision objectives, may also be established. These payoff values are used to distribute credit amongst the various rules that were invoked for the decision making. The distribution of payoff amongst the different learning modules is determined by the credit assignment scheme.
Genetic learning is critically dependent on credit assignment, and the formulation of payoff functions and the manner of its distribution across decision makers will largely determine success in learning. The developed framework seeks to incorporate the flexibility of including multiple evaluation objects at different points in the decision sequence. Accurate learning under such a distributed credit assignment scheme will, however, require coordination amongst different payoff sources so as to effectively model the relative importance of different evaluation criteria to a particular decision maker.
Both the decision making and evaluation entities of Figure 1 can, in general, be considered as intelligent objects. Evaluation objects can be viewed as management entities embodying decisionmaking objectives, and may possess their own knowledge bases with the rules embodying tradeoffs between possibly conflicting goals. This knowledge determines the payoffs associated with the decision-making alternatives. The learning of knowledge related to these tradeoffs in different environments is an important issue too, though not addressed in this research. Adequate credit apportionment can also, in general, involve another knowledge based component in the system. In complex environments, this may call for a learning mechanism to determine an appropriate payoff distribution policy, consisting of a weighted average of different evaluation values for each genetic learning component. Such a second level of learning, however, is not implemented in this research, and a predetermined credit assignment policy is assumed.
The next section presents details of the developed system.
[ Figure 1 here]
Implemented System for Learning Shop-Floor Scheduling Strategies
This section details the developed facilities in implementing the genetic learning based system --the factory simulation model, the knowledge representation and inference schemes, credit assignment policy, and the genetic search operators.
Factory Simulation Model
The production facility is organized around work-areas, each being occupied by multiple identical servers (or machines). Jobs requiring processing wait in separate queues for the different work-areas. Completion of a job requires a set of operations to be performed on specified work areas subject to technologically feasible sequencing constraints. Different jobs may require different processing steps, and a job may also have alternative operation sequences.
An event oriented simulation model is implemented using object-oriented features. The simulation related object-classes are queue, server (machine), job and dispatcher, and these are instantiated and linked to provide the specific job-shop configuration desired. The dispatchers and evaluation objects provide the coupling with the genetic learning scheme.
A dispatcher object associated with a particular queue is responsible for the dispatch decision making at that queue, and carries a knowledge base for the purpose. A knowledge base object contains rules that implement different dispatching strategies, and is also optionally associated with a genetic learning module for knowledge acquisition. Evaluation objects embody different evaluation criterion according to which jobs are evaluated, and assign payoff to knowledge bases that played a role in the dispatching of the job up to that particular evaluation point.
A crucial concern in multi-agent architectures is in ensuring coherence between the agents' activities such that the overall problem constraints are maintained. Here, we need to ensure that the operation sequencing constraints are satisfied for all jobs currently undergoing processing. A logical queue is defined to effect this coherence. A job is considered for processing in all work-areas where its next operation can be performed. Thus, where alternate processing routes exist for a job, it enters multiple logical queues and is considered for dispatch by all corresponding dispatchers. Once selected for dispatch from any one of these logical queues, the job leaves the other logical queues.
Knowledge Representation
In consideration of application advantages (Davis, 1991; Grefenstette, 1989 ) a high-level knowledge representation is developed. The direct use of a high-level representation is not only more intuitively appealing, but also necessary for the integrated consideration of different types of scheduling knowledge. It also facilitates the design of knowledge-based genetic recombination operators Bel et al. (1989) distinguish between static and dynamic knowledge requisites for scheduling.
Static knowledge refers to information about various factory floor entities, as well as processing times and sequences, due dates, and performance objectives. Dynamic knowledge denotes the expertise used to obtain feasible and good schedules, and includes (1) theoretical expertise from research in OR models, (2) empirical expertise obtained through using dispatching rules in simulations, and (3) practical dedicated expertise provided by human schedulers and shop floor managers.
The representation scheme has been developed with a view to incorporating these different aspects of scheduling knowledge. Each rule here corresponds to the use of a dispatching strategy subject to the existence of certain conditions. The basic language primitives composing a Rule are:
Attribute, Atom, Predicate, and Condition-Action rule (CA-rule). On evaluation, each primitive returns a truth value τ ∈ {true, false}. Attributes and Atoms model the static aspects of scheduling knowledge. Attributes may pertain to general conditions like queue-capacities and machine breakdown times, or can be job-related factors like processing times, due-dates and priorities-levels. Atoms defined on attributes provide a value restriction on the attribute. Formally, atom α on attribute x defines
where the ξ specify the value restrictions, and the ∨ signify disjunctions. For real and nominal valued attributes x,
the range of legal values for x, and ξ x, i ⊆ {x 1 , x 2 , ..}, the domain of x, respectively.
On evaluation, a job-related atom returns a subset of the jobs for which the specified value-restriction holds. With general atoms, the entire set of jobs is returned when the value restriction is satisfied. An atom evaluates to false when a null job-subset is returned.
A Predicate defines any criteria for selecting a subset from amongst the jobs currently under consideration (J). Thus for a Predicate γ k , γ k (j) = {true, false} ∀ j ∈ J, and so
Standard dispatching rules like SPT, EDD, etc. are represented as predicates and return a single job on evaluation. More complex algorithmic models that designate jobs for dispatch can also be represented as predicates.
Condition-action rules have an antecedent part comprising of conjunctions or disjunctions of atoms, and an action part specifying a predicate. These are used to model pre-determined scheduling heuristics or strategies obtained from human experts.
A Rule is defined as a logical conjunction of atoms, predicates and CA-rules. Each logical term is referred to as a Conjunct, and rules can have a variable number of conjuncts up to a pre-defined maximum rule length. On evaluation, a rule returns a job-subset. These jobs represent the dispatching priority of the strategy embodied by the rule and all returned jobs are by default assigned equal preference. Note that each conjunct can, in general, select job-subsets from amongst all jobs being considered for dispatch.
Let eval(κ, J) = {J κ , τ κ } represent the evaluation of the knowledge primitive κ over the jobs in J, returning the job subset J κ . The truth-value of the primitive,
The evaluation of a rule R p over the set of jobs J can then be defined as 
Inference Scheme
A dispatcher's decision-making is effected through the inference scheme. The inference mechanism operating through the rules in the dispatcher's knowledge base, selects a single job for dispatch at each decision point. Since each rule can select different job subsets, the inference mechanism effects a conflict resolution to isolate a single job for processing. All jobs currently in queue are possible candidates for dispatch.
Consider a rule R j with its constituent conjuncts C 1j , C 2j , ..., C nj . The rule R j is defined to evaluate to active if all C ij evaluate to true, i.e., if τ C ij = true for all i =1 to n.
The rule R j is defined as consistent if it is active and there is at least one common job voted for by all the conjuncts in R j , i.e., if τ C ij = true for all i =1 to n, and J C i ij I ≠ NULL; here J C ij is the subset of jobs voted for by conjunct C ij , and NULL denotes the empty set. A consistent rule assigns actual votes to all jobs in the job-subset resulting from its evaluation. Similarly, jobs also receive virtual votes from any conjunct that evaluates to true. Note that even when a rule R j is not active, a constituent conjunct C ij can give virtual votes to jobs when eval(C ij ) returns true; here the conjunct evaluates independently, considering all jobs in queue.
A cumulative vote distribution provides for conflict resolution amongst the different jobs chosen by the various rules. Where consistent rules exist, the actual vote distribution is used; otherwise the virtual votes are used. A job is chosen probabilistically in accordance with this vote distribution. Thus, more the number of votes a job gets, the greater are the odds for it being selected for processing.
Voting may also be fitness-based, where the votes assigned by conjuncts and rules are in proportion to their respective fitness values; essentially, this policy seeks to allow a better performing rule a greater chance to pick a job of its preference.
Credit Assignment
The fitness of rules embodying different decision strategies is estimated through feedback on the performance impact of these strategies. Credit assignment provides a mechanism for this feedback, and plays a crucial role in evaluating the relative utility of rules currently in use and their subsequent manipulation by the learning operators. Useful rules are learned through combination of high-performing conjuncts. Individual conjuncts are thus also assigned fitness values, and a partial credit assignment scheme is defined to provide payoffs to the individual conjuncts in a rule and thereby facilitate the learning of conjuncts.
The fitness of a rule or conjunct is estimated as the average over the number of times it fires and is used for the dispatch decision-making. Formally, let n ij = number of times conjunct C ij assigned virtual votes to a selected job, and nj = number of times rule R j assigned actual votes to the selected job.
Then, the overall rule fitness is calculated as the weighted average
The second term gives a conjunct's individual fitness. The weights W c and W v reflect relative importance assigned to the learning of individual high-performing conjuncts versus complete rules.
A partial credit assignment mechanism provides credit to Conjuncts that evaluated to True, but where the associated Rules were not active. Since conjuncts assign virtual votes in such cases, partial credit is assigned to individual conjuncts based on the Virtual Votes distribution. As seen from the definition of FR j , any increase in a Conjunct's fitness will also lead to an increase in the Rule's overall fitness. However, since the rule may not have been active, the rule fitness FR j should not increase proportionately with the increase in any FC ij . The following compensation scheme is used: a Conjunct C ij 's fitness increases by:
with the function f defined as: 
Genetic Operators
The genetic recombination operators effect exploration over the search space. The direct use of a high-level representation entails the design of special purpose operators to match the requirements of the decision task and designed representation. Further, unlike in conventional GA approaches, the representation scheme used considers individual genes (conjuncts) within a chromosome (rule)
possessing their own fitness values. Gene fitnesses provide additional information that can be useful in guiding the search process. A detailed treatment of the genetic search operators can be found in Aytug, Bhattacharyya and Koehler (1994) .
Four recombination operators are defined: Crossover (χ), mutation (µ), Generalization (G) and Specialization (S). Crossover and Mutation are rule level operators, while the latter two, operating on atoms, provide for limited local hill-climbing. A separate conjunct level mutation operator is also defined. All operators, with the exception of mutation, take individual conjunct fitness values into consideration.
Given that there is no positional information carried by the conjuncts in a rule, an adaptation of the uniform crossover operator (Syswerda, 1989 ) is used. Given two parents, different conjuncts are probabilistically selected (with replacement) for crossover based on their fitness values, with higher fitnesses implying greater probability of participating in the crossover. An offspring can then formed by combining the chosen high-performing conjuncts from both parents. An alternative (more in line with conventional crossover) is to obtain two offspring by exchanging the chosen conjuncts in both parents, but is found to be poorer in performance.
Mutation at the rule-level occurs through the random replacement of one conjunct by another of the same type. In the case of an atom, it is replaced by another randomly created atom. For individual atoms, generalization and specialization respectively extend or restrict the value restrictions defined on the attribute. Generalization is performed when an atom's fitness falls below some predefined threshold.
Specialization guards against overly general atoms that do not discriminate amongst jobs, and is applied when an atom's fitness rises above some threshold. Mutation, at the atom level, randomly changes the value range or subset defined by the atom.
Rules, Conjuncts and Votes: An Illustrative Example
The following is an illustrative example of the knowledge primitives, rules, and the vote-based inference scheme described above. Consider the following jobs in a particular dispatcher's queue, at current simulation time t=10. We assume the jobs J1,.., J8 entered the queue in sequence as shown in Table 1 .
[ Table 1 here]
Consider the following rules in the dispatcher's knowledge base: [0.48, 0.39] CA_rule2 is a predefined rule: priority ∈ {1} ∧ edd Numbers to the right of the conjuncts represent their respective fitness values. Evaluation of these rules on the considered jobs will assign the actual and virtual votes as given in Table 2 .
[ Table 2 here]
The virtual vote distribution arising from this evaluation is shown in Table 3 .
[ Table 3 here] Table 4 then gives the actual vote distribution, derived from the actual votes received by the jobs .
[ Table 4 here]
Experiments and Results
A key advantage of an automated learning system lies in its ability to obtain high performing operating policies given different scheduling goals. Simulation studies are conducted to determine the effectiveness of the designed facilities in this regard. This section first details the shop-floor configuration used, and discusses the learning system operation. The response of the learning system to diverse scheduling objectives is then examined through statistical comparisons along certain aggregate measures of shop-floor performance.
Shop-floor Setup and Simulation
The factory floor setup considered in the simulation experiments is adapted from a semiconductor manufacturing line using data provided by IBM. The production facility is organized around work-areas (or tool-numbers), each being occupied by multiple identical servers (or machines).
Separate queues are present for different tool-numbers. The simulated shop-floor setup is shown in Figure 2 . Here numbers inside the circles represent different work areas, and associated queues are indicated above the circles with numbers prefixed by a "Q". The number of servers for a particular work area are shown underneath the circles enclosed in square brackets. The arrows out of a workarea represent the possible processing routes for a job at the next step, and a job undergoes processing in any one of these alternate work-areas. No preference ranking for processing amongst the alternative work-areas is considered.
As seen from the figure, the processing sequence involves looping back to certain machines (generally, testing facilities where jobs return after different operations). As an example, with reference to Figure 2 , one possible processing sequence for a job may be through the following work-areas: 1, 4, 2, 6, 2, 7, 1, 10, 2, 11. Another job may undergo processing along the route: 1, 3, 1, 6, 1, 7, 1, 9, 1, 11.
The processing times for a job at the different tools are given in Table 5 . A setup time of .15 is considered for a change of operations on a machine. Machine breakdown and repair durations are calculated according to the exponential rates given in Table 6 . An exponential arrival rate of .35 was considered, and 10% of the jobs were assigned high priority. The processing time for an operation on a job was allowed to vary uniformly up to 50% about the values given in Table 5 . For any particular job, the percentage variation about the given processing times was the same for all operations. Job due dates were uniformly chosen between 18 and 30 time units.
[ Table 5 here]
[ Table 6 here]
A discrete event simulation environment implementing the above has been developed using object-oriented constructs, and details of the simulation model can be found in Aytug et al. (1994) .
Performance of genetic learning was evaluated by simulating the system for 100 learning episodes (generations), starting with a randomly initialized knowledge base. In analyzing performance, results from initial generations were not considered in order to eliminate initial disturbances, and to allow time for the GA-based component to adequately learn useful operating rules. Preliminary experiments indicated that the first 25 generations cover such effects; results were thus aggregated over the last 75
generations. All averages are taken over a learning episode, that is, over jobs that complete processing within successive knowledge-base changes. Presented results indicate the average over multiple simulation runs conducted with different random seeds. In comparing system performance with different learning objectives, common random numbers are used for variance reduction.
Impact of Learning System Parameters
This section highlights the effect of crossover and mutation rates and the rationale underlying credit-assignment related parameters. Pilot simulation runs helped determine the roles played by various parameters.
The genetic learning scheme operates through fitness proportionate selection, and recombination operators as defined earlier. The crossover probability determines the number of rules that will be carried over intact (without recombination) into the next generation. Since lower values correspond to a reduced recombination while higher values result in fewer currently high-performing surviving, an intermediate range can be expected to yield best performance. System performance was noted to deteriorate with crossover rates less than 0.5 and higher than 0.7, but was relatively stable within that range.
Mutation is a random operator used to guard against premature convergence and ensure adequate search throughout the search space. While low mutation rates (of the order of 0.01) are typically used with binary-coded GAs, considerably higher values were necessary with the high-level representation used. This is attributable to the fact that, unlike in binary representations, the crossover operator here only interchanges conjuncts already present in the existing body of rules and cannot introduce new conjuncts in the system. Access to knowledge primitives not currently in the knowledge base can thus only result from mutation. A mutation probability of around 0.2 provided best overall performance. The need for higher mutation rates with nonbinary representations has also recently been expressed in Wright (1991) and Tate and Smith (1993) .
In credit assignment, the values of K_CONS, K_ACTIVE and K_INACTIVE (defined earlier)
help differentiate between payoffs provided to conjuncts belonging to consistent, active but inconsistent, and inactive rules respectively. An examination of the knowledge base during the learning process reveals the effect of these parameters. As an example, assume the values set for K_CONS, K_ACTIVE and K_INACTIVE are 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3 respectively. Such values were used in initial experiments to reflect a decreasing desirability for conjuncts that promote consistent, active but inconsistent, and inactive rules, in order. Consider the illustrative rules and associated fitness values shown in Table 7 .
[ Table 7 here]
Here, the higher fitness of CA-Rule_5 than that of LPT in Rule 2 indicates that CA-Rule_5 performs better with respect to the performance objective than LPT. Comparing the two rules, the lower fitness of LPT in Rule-2 can result from the rule not evaluating to consistent, and thereby its constituent conjuncts getting lower payoff; Rule-1 being always consistent, the LPT conjunct in this rule has a higher fitness (due to K_CONS being higher than the other two parameters). The lower conjunct finesses also contribute to the overall lower rule fitness of Rule-2. Given its higher rule fitness, Rule-1 now has a higher probability of surviving to the next generation, with the better performing CA-Rule_5 from Rule-2 having a lesser chance of survival. A high-performing conjunct, like CA-Rule_5 here, either entering the knowledge base through mutation and forming part of an inconsistent rule, or through crossover finding itself as part of an inconsistent rule, can in this manner, fail to survive.
Such situations can be alleviated by assigning equal payoffs to conjuncts irrespective of whether they form part of a consistent, active but inconsistent, or inactive rule. This is desirable in early stages of the search when a larger search area needs to be explored. Differential values for K_CONS, K_ACTIVE and K_INACTIVE can be useful when more focused search for consistent and active rules is desired towards the later stages. Such dynamic parameterization was, however, not considered for the experimental results presented in this paper and all these three parameters were set to the same fixed value.
As described earlier, a voting-based scheme is used to select jobs for dispatch from amongst those waiting in the queue. Conjuncts and rules assign unit votes to the vote distributions. Early experimentation with this voting scheme revealed a rather high degree of randomness in the job selection process at times. Analyses of the vote distributions and corresponding knowledge bases revealed that this occurs when, at a decision point, there is more than one job with the same number of votes assigned. In the absence of any further conflict resolution policy, a job is then selected for dispatch at random. If, for example a knowledge base contained five consistent rules with each voting for a different job, then one out of these five jobs would randomly be selected for dispatch.
A fitness-based voting scheme was implemented to effect further conflict resolution. Noting that high fitness rules and conjuncts, in view of their proven better performance, deserve higher importance in the decision making, the votes assigned by rules and conjuncts are weighted by their respective current fitness values. Fitness based voting yields significant performance improvements. A more sophisticated scheme would be to consider the variances of the fitness values, as in the variance sensitive bidding mechanism proposed in (Goldberg,1990) . The weight associated with a rule or conjunct's votes would here be a function of its fitness value as well as its variance on the payoffs received, with higher variance interpreted as indicating lower reliability.
Learning under different objectives
The rationale for our experimentation stems from the realization that, in complex and dynamic environments, the desired system behavior may be known, but control rules and operating policies to attain this behavior cannot easily be obtained. In other words, we know what we want, but not how to achieve it. Can a system with automated learning capability, then, given some expression of the desired behavior, learn to operate the system in a manner satisfying this desired behavior? Desired behavior is expressed through objectives (fitness functions). To determine the efficacy of such a learning facility, the system is operated under different input objectives and obtained performance results are analyzed with regard to anticipations expressed in the respective objectives. Performance is also compared with that of simple dispatching rules (Blackstone et al., 1982; Panwalkar and Iskander, 1977) related to the considered objectives.
Simulations runs help determine the designed system's ability to respond to different scheduling objectives. Multiple simulation runs are conducted for each given objective using common random numbers to reduce variance, and paired t-tests are used in comparing performance. The weights w i for the different criteria can be set to reflect tradeoffs involved amongst these criteria.
The formulation of fitness functions to express solution quality involves the "art" in designing genetic algorithms. The functions above exemplify a simple approach of aggregating multiple criteria, and the weight values were obtained through initial experimentation. More sophisticated schemes that consider, for example, Pareto optimality (Louis and Rawlins, 1993) , can possibly yield improved results.
The performance of certain commonly used dispatching rules is also presented and helps compare the effectiveness of the learning system. The first-come-first-serve (fcfs) policy is often used in practice for complex environments, and provides a baseline for comparison. Shortest-processing-time (spt), operationalized as shortest-imminent-processing-time (considering only the next operation), is one of the most widely used and is noted to be effective at reducing average flowtime and number of tardy jobs (Baker, 1984; Blackstone et al., 1982) . Earliest-due-date (edd), a commonly used heuristic that takes due-date information into consideration, is known to minimize the maximum tardiness and lateness (Baker, 1984) . First-come-first-server-with-priority (fcpr), implementing fcfs but with a preference for priority jobs, provides a basis for comparison on priority-related objectives. Table 8a shows the average performance measures under different learning objectives, together with their standard deviations. Table 8b displays analogous results with the considered dispatching rules; here, results are with all dispatchers in the system operating by the respective dispatching rule.
For edd, the average number of tardy jobs is rather large, but the average tardiness of tardy jobs was found to be low; this is in accordance with reported behavior in the literature (Baker, 1984; Blackstone et al., 1982) . Interestingly, learning under the tardiness objective does not display similar behavior to edd. With regard to the average-number-of tardy-jobs, learning under the tardiness objective is noticed to yield the best overall performance. Considering the two priority-based objectives, a lower [Table 8a here]
[ Table 8b here]
average-number-of-tardy-jobs is obtained, as expected, using ftltpr which incorporates some due-date related information, than with ftpr, which focuses more on priority jobs. The two priority-related objectives, ftpr and ftltpr, are designed with the view to minimize the tardiness of priority jobs --average tardiness of priority jobs is observed to be significantly lower with these two objectives.
Considering flowtimes, spt, as expected, results in lowest average flowtimes, and spt also performs well on the average number of tardy jobs. Learning under the flowtime objective shows similar overall behavior to spt. This is also indicated by the pairwise comparisons. Tables 9, 10 and 11 (a, b, c, d , and e) provide pairwise comparisons amongst the different learning-objective based simulations and the dispatching rules. Table 9a reveals no significant difference amongst the learning systems with different objectives on the average flowtimes of jobs.
Amongst the dispatching rules, only spt (Table 9c ) yields significant lower average flowtimes than the learning objectives. Here, note that the difference between spt and learning under the flowtime objective yields a higher p-value (0.012) than the other objectives. Tables 10c and 11c also show the differences between spt and flowtime-based learning to be insignificant. The flowtime objective thus reveals the expected behavior similar to that of spt.
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From Table 10a , as expected, the tardiness objective shows a significantly lower averagenumber-of-tardy-jobs than any of the other learning objectives. Also note how (td -ftpr) is much higher that (td -ftltpr); here, ftltpr, incorporating partial tardiness-related criterion, results in lower average number of tardy jobs than ftpr; the same difference is also obvious from (ftltpr -ftpr), and also from Table 10b -10e where higher differences are noticed in comparisons against ftltpr than against ftpr. Table 10b shows that spt performs significantly better than ftpr, but cannot significantly outperform learning where some tardiness-related criterion forms part of the objective (td and ftltpr). As mentioned earlier, though edd reports a larger average number of tardy jobs (Table 10d) , it provides lower average tardiness of tardy jobs.
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Comparing ft with ftpr, the overall number-of-tardy-jobs is higher for ftpr; this again is to be expected considering the additional burden on ftpr of catering to priority jobs; ftpr, on the other hand, does significantly better than ft on the average tardiness of priority jobs (Table 11a ). Looking at the average-number-of-tardy-jobs obtained by ft versus that obtained through ftltpr, we notice that inclusion of lateness as a criterion in ftltpr does not give significantly better performance --a result of the fact that multiple-objective fitness functions often result in compromises along these different criteria; a higher weight to the lateness factor of ftltpr will yield improved performance on average-number-of-tardy-jobs, but at the cost of priority-job-tardiness. The difference between ftpr and ftltpr is, however, significant, with the job lateness criterion of ftltpr contributing to its resulting in lower average-number-of-tardyjobs. The tradeoff to this occurs in the average-tardiness-of-priority-jobs, where ftltpr gives a higher value than ftpr (Table 11a ).
Pairwise comparisons in Tables 11a-11e also exhibit how results are in keeping with intuitive expectations. Table 11a reveals that learning objectives that consider priority of jobs perform significantly better with respect to the average tardiness of priority jobs. Again, we notice the expected tradeoffs in the performance of ftltpr versus that of ftpr -ftltpr, with its additional lateness consideration, performs significantly worse than ftpr. Tables 11b, 11c and 11d further demonstrate that where the learning objective considers priority jobs, the average tardiness of priority jobs is significantly lower.
The fcpr rule yields low average tardiness for priority jobs and performs significantly better than learning objectives that consider some criterion in addition to job-priority (Table 11e) . Differences between fcpr and learning with the ftpr objective, however, gives a p-value of 0.02, indicating the effectiveness of the ftpr objective in minimizing tardiness of priority jobs.
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Summary, Significance and Future Research Summary
The complexity of production scheduling, coupled with the dynamics and unpredictability of the shop-floor environment, presents a formidable decision task. This paper has examined an adaptive scheme for the automated learning of scheduling strategies. The learning component is genetic-algorithm based, and operates on a high-level knowledge representation designed for modeling shop floor scheduling strategies. The representation language seeks to incorporate various constructs of the manufacturing domain that may be of relevance to the dispatch decision making. An inference scheme translates the scheduling strategies embodied in the knowledge-base rules to a specific job selected for dispatch at any decision point. The credit assignment mechanism assesses the desirability of the decisions (in consideration of scheduling objectives) and provides payoffs to the knowledge primitives that partake in the decision making.
Early results had indicated the suitability of the approach for scheduling in a simple two-stage flowshop environment and provided preliminary insights into its applicability in job-shop type configurations (Aytug et al., 1997) . This study focuses on general jobshop environments and establishes a multi-agent framework with individual agents responsible for the dispatch decision-making at different workstations in the shop floor. Performance of the genetic learning system is examined, including role and behavior of the different designed parameters, and experimental results demonstrate the utility of the adaptive learning scheme in controlling the operation of a complex and dynamic environment.
The experimental investigation exemplifies an approach to learning appropriate operating strategies given desired performance objectives. Experiments with four different fitness functions incorporating a varying combination of performance criteria show that the learning system does respond in a desirable manner following the specified objectives. Results also exhibit the expected tradeoffs amongst various criteria. The adaptive learning approach thus provides decision makers with a facility for operating complex problem environments through specification of desired performance objectives.
Significance
Traditional approaches to scheduling are inadequate in modeling the complexity of realistic manufacturing floors, and in handling the diverse set of constraints, production objectives, and shopfloor uncertainties (Graves, 1981; Rodammer and White, 1988) . Pre-determined schedules, put into operation on the factory floor, do not consider real-time disturbances and rapidly become obsolete in the dynamic environment. A number of AI approaches have been proposed in recent years, and include the use of "expert" rules, inductive learning, neural networks, and genetic algorithms. The use of machine learning facilities is seen as essential in knowledge-based solution approaches, given the lack of reliable human expertise in addressing the complex and poorly understood domain and the dynamic nature of the problem Yih, 1990) . Most machine learning approaches, however, adopt the conventional static view of scheduling, where solution procedures do not take realtime shop floor conditions and disturbances into account. Pre-optimized schedules rarely execute as planned, and the critical issue lies in being able to cope with the dynamic environment (Parunak and Fulkerson, 1994) . Learning thus needs to be in consideration of current shop-floor conditions. This paper describes an adaptive approach where dispatching decisions are made in consideration of currently existing conditions. Information on the current state of the operating environment is embodied in the rules in the dispatchers' knowledge bases; these rules also indicate some action in terms of jobs to be chosen for dispatch at the current decision time. A dispatcher's knowledge base thus specifies scheduling strategies that are temporally local, and GA-based learning of these strategies over time ensures that decisions are in accordance with stated system-wide objectives. The adaptive nature of the designed system is instrumental in maintaining an overall robust performance level.
In poorly understood domains like modern shop floors, the interaction between operating policies and performance objectives is often unclear. Managers may know what is desired, but not be able to formulate operating policies that satisfy stated objectives. The designed system, in such cases, provides a decision maker with a facility for automated learning of operating policies through specification of desired performance objectives. Our results demonstrate that the adaptive GA-based system can learn shop-floor operation strategies in accordance with different objectives set by a decision maker. The decision maker establishes performance objectives in the form of a fitness function for the genetic search, and can incorporate multiple criteria as typically sought in shop floor scheduling.
A system like the one described in this paper can be used by factory floor managers in off-line simulations to determine appropriate scheduling strategies that satisfy given performance objectives.
For realization of the full potential of the adaptive learning scheme, however, the system can be envisaged running in parallel with the shop-floor, with physical operations determined by actions specified by the system. A third possibility is to run the simulation system offline, and periodically update the actual policies operating the physical shop floor from the knowledge-bases being continually learned; such updates can be determined, for example, by declining performance with existing operating policies.
Future Research
The modeling of payoff functions for different production objectives is a crucial factor for effective learning of scheduling strategies that satisfy these objectives. Production scheduling seeks a variety of goals, and often desires tradeoffs amongst multiple, conflicting criteria (Rodammer and White, 1988; Smith, 1992) . The design of payoff functions that adequately reflect such different desired performance criteria is an important issue for future research.
As mentioned earlier, the system architecture envisions multiple evaluation points for distributed decision making in a complex environment. The presented experiments have only considered a single payoff function at the end of the decision sequence. With evaluation and credit assignment being crucial for effective GA performance, the establishment of intermediate evaluation points, and the formulation of appropriate payoff structures encompassing these multiple payoff points is an important issue currently under investigation.
We also note here that obtaining criteria for evaluation is also a knowledge-intensive task and far from trivial in complex manufacturing environments. The evaluation objects in our system architecture, can, in general, include knowledge bases for implementing various tradeoffs amongst possibly conflicting performance goals. Future research will also need to consider issues related to the acquisition of appropriate knowledge for evaluation.
The experiments conducted in this study have provided a valuable look into the behavior of the genetic learning approach, and the role of various parameters. As indicated earlier, for example, timevarying credit assignment parameters provide a mechanism for controlling the search focus. The advantages of varying mutation levels has also been reported in the literature (Schraudolph and Belew, 1990) . While high mutation levels can be overly disruptive in the early generations of search, mutation is crucial for avoiding premature convergence; mutation rates here can be varied based on degree of uniformity amongst the population members. Future research will further investigate such aspects to fine tune the genetic learning process for improved performance.
In dynamic environments like the one considered here, different sets of rules may perform well in dissimilar situations, and the knowledge base may not stabilize or converge. A long term memory, retaining the best performing rules over the period of the simulation, has several potential benefits in this situation. When changes in the environment cause the current knowledge base to perform poorly, the knowledge base may be seeded with rules from the long-term memory, thereby allowing previously well-performing rules to enter into the decision making process. When tagged with the state of the environment, rules in long-term memory also provide sets of rules that perform well in different situations.
Finally, as noted earlier, the simulation model with learning agents can be run in synchronization with the operation of the physical shop-floor. Agents adapt their strategies in response to changing conditions and stated objectives, and policies for actual operation can be taken from the knowledgebases whenever adequate performance levels are realized in the simulation model. Issues related to such operationalization of the designed approach in the factory-floor need to be investigated. 
